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Critical Phenomena at Interfaces
Phase Transitions at Quantum Surfaces
P. Eeidere~
Fakultat fur Physik, Universitat Konstanz, D-78434 Konstanz, Germany
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Tlre qnantum systems helium and hydrogen provide a versatile testing ground for studying interfacial phenomena.
As examples, both some properties of surface< near thermodynamic equilibrium, like layering and wetting, and
uonequilibrium states of qucnch-condensed disordered films are discussed. A further topic is the development
of macroscopic instabilities of interfaces under external perturbation.

I. Introdrrction

TI. Quantum Films Close to Equilibrium

Surface phenomena of condensed quantum matter, mostly helium and hydrogen, have raised considerable interest in
recent years for a number of reasons. Although not very important for direct applications, these systems display several
propertie? which make them ideal candidates for fundamental studies. Since the interactions between the simple atoms
and molecules under consideration are accersible from a b
initio calculations, good quantitative comparisons between
theory and experiments should be possible. Furthermore the
systems can be prepared in general under extremely pure
and well-defined conditions, As a result of the small mass
and low interaction energies, effects due to zero point motion should be particularly prominent in these quantum lie
quids and solids. The superfIuid transitions in 3 ~ and
4 ~ e resulting
,
from quantum stati~tics,add to the intriguing properties of these systems, and there are various novel
interfacial phenomena, like melting-crystallization waves,
which for various reasons have so far only been observed in
quantum systems.
Thin film5 of helium and hydrogen with a thickness in the
monolayer range have been studied quite thoroughly, both
regarding structure and excitations, by means of neutron
scattering, specific heat, third sound etc., in particular on
substrates with large surface area like exfoliated graphite,
as described in several review articles [I]. Here we focus on
investigations of films with a thickness beyond 1
monolayer, concentrating on phenomena like layering and
wetting, and the annealing of disordered films. At the end
we shall also consider the stability of the surfaces of the
bulk solid and liquid phases with respect to external perturbations, like electrostatic pressure, and illustrate the formation of surface patterns developing as the system is driven
beyond the stability threshold. Due to space limitations only
part of the work done on these topics can be presented here,
and the selection is certainly biased, most of the examples
being taken from our own investigations. Important subjects, in particular the roughening transitions of solid-liquid
He interfaces, which are not treated here, have been reviewed elsewhere in the literature [2]. The wetting behavior
of He on alkali metals, another question which has raised
a large amount of intere~trecently, is discu~sedin this
volume by Taborek [ 3 ] .

In this section we di~cussyome structural and dynamic
properties of helium and hydrogen surfaces close to thermodynamic equilibrium. In many respects the two materials
are qualitatively similar; others, like superfluidity and the
absence of a conventional triple point for helium, are a
manifestation of the more pronounced quantum nature of
the helium systems.
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a) Helium

Bulk helium, due to its large zero point: motion, does not
.
solidify unless sufficient pressure - 25 nar In tne case of
4 ~ below
e
1 K - is applied. A thin film of 4 ~one a strong
binding material such as graphite, however, is subject to
large van der Waals forces exerted by the substrate, and as
a result the first two monolayers have a crystalline stsucCure. Since the van der Waals pressure drops rapidly with
increasing distance, the lattice constant of the second layer
is somewhat larger than for the first layer, as demonstrated,
e.g., by means of neutron diffraction [41. The third and
higher monolayers do not display Bragg peaks, thus indicating a fluid phase. The characteristic excitations of bulk
rvperfluid ' ~ e ,phonons and rotons, only start to show up
at the beginning of the fourth layer.
In the case of superfluid 4 ~ ite was also possible to
detect elementary excitations at the liquid surface - socalled ripplons - on a n Angstrom scale [ 5 ] , whereas nsually ripplons are overdamped at such small wavelengths. The
ripplon spectrum evolves from the dispersion relation of
classical capillary waves, but deviates significantly at large
due to the atomic structure of
wave vectors around 1 A
the liquid.
Another phenomenon which has been d emonstrated most
clearly for He films is the formation of a layerlike !structure
in the liquid close to a solid wall. Layering has shown up in
various experimental quantities like adsorption isotherms,
third sound, specific heat and, in a very pronounced way,
in the mobility of rurface stare electrons. As an example,
e
mobility results are shown in Fig. 1 for a liquid 4 ~ film
growing on crystalline El2 [ B ] : The surface state electrons,
which are used as a probe here, are located outside the liquid slightly above the surface (some 100 or 20 A in the
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Fig. I
Electron rnoh~lityon r o l d hydropen covered with a ' ~ eF~lmwhore
thickncsq incrcnces as tlic rcmperarure i s lowered. Tlw figures indicate
the number of rnonolnycrs completed at the respcctive ternperaturcq
(after Ref. 63

diverges or remain? finite when tlae system approaches the
saturated vapor prcrsure. The actual behavior is determined
by a subtle balance betn,cen the interaction among the adsorbate rnoleculer and the adsorbate-submate interaction.
T h e degree of wetting in general also depends on temperature, which can Icad to a phase transition from incomplete
to complete wetting. For simple systems this transition is
frequently found to take place at the triple point, a behavior
which, as shown below, a l ~ ohold5 for hydrogen on noble
metal subrtrates 113, 241.
As an example, we have plotted in Fig. 3 a the thickness
of a saturated Hz Film on gold as a function o f ternpcratusc. The film thickness d was meas~zrcd in this cace by
means of surface plasmon resonance 11 31 in a cfo.;ed cell at
a height of 1 cm above the coexisting bulk hydrogen sample.
When the temperature W B T changed, d rclaxed towardc it?
new equilibrium value d, within a time shorter than the
time constant of the electronics, about 5 s. Starting below
the triple fernperature T3 and increasing T leads to a
growth of the film thicknez~,whereas above T3 the value of
d stays essentially constant. Near T3 a dircontinuous jump
from the low to the high temperature branch (or vice versa,
if T is decreasing) is observed, which depends in its derails
on the rate of thc temperature change.

case of helium and hydrogen, respectively) and are very sensitive to density fluctuations at the surface, because these
act as scattering centres and hence decrease the electron
mobility. As the first monolayer of He starts to build up on
the HZ substrate, the mobility first drops, but then rires
again, reaching nearly the starting value (on the bare H z
substrate) at monolayer completion. This ~ h o w sthat thc
full first He layer is as smooth as the subrtrate. An analogous behavior is ohservcd for 'the recond and, in a less and
lesr pronounced way, for t h e subsequent Iayers. In total 9
oscillations in the rnobiEity can be re~olvedin Fig. I , layering hence extends surprisingly far into the hulk liquid.
An analysis of the data in Fig. 1 for the second and higher
layers yield?, ar a by-product, the van der Waals coefficient
for 4 ~ o en HZ.The resulting valuc, 20 K (layer)', is di5tinctly larger (by ahout a factor of two) than theoretical
estimates [ 7 ] . This dircrepancy is puzrling, because, as mentioncd in thc introduction, interaction potentials between
He and HZ are well-known. Since the same experimental
value has been found in several independent measurements
using different technique? [R - 101, the di~crepancyis unlikely to be attributable to an experimental artefact, and
therefore deserves further atfention.
The subrtrate-adsorbate combination o f Hz and 4 ~ i qe
intereaing a150 for another reason: due to the weak binding
- the binding cnergy as determined from Fig. 1 amounts to
rornewllat less than 10 K - the first helium layer shouId hc
just at the borderIine betwecn being liquid and solid 11 I].
An experiment with surface rtate electrons [ I 21 did not givc
any hint for ~olidificationup 'to monolaycr completion; at
slightly highcr coverage, however, an anomaly in the electron mobility was obrcrved, ar 5hon.n in Fiy. 2, nhich suggests that the first hcliurn Payer in fact solidifies under the
additional pressure of the beginning second layer.
Conrluct~vityof surface rtate clcctrnns in the vfcinily of the completion

b) Hydrogen
A central aspect o f phy5irorbed films ir the question
whether complete or incomplete wetting occurs, i.e.

whether in thcrmodynamic equilihrilim the film thicknes~

of thc first '11c rnonoln\.cr on r o l ~ dh l d m g e n , plotted vs. rhe chemical
potenrial i l p i k , = TIn ( p , ! p ) ,wherep, ir rhe [tenlperaturc dependent)
saturated vapour prewlre and p I F t h e actual gas prcrsure ui the sa~nllle
ceIl. Curves a and h dcnote Ilc gas dcnvtles uf n = 5 . 9 ~1 0 ' ~ c r n
and 3.9 x E O ' cm-',
~
rc<pectixelv. The maxlma ar .%rl:k,, - 7 K corrccpond to monolayer completion, the small peaks ~ IhI K arc nqrigned 1 0
the ~olidificationof ~ h cfirst Hc layer

'
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Although the power law dependence in Eq. (1 ) suggests
that the transition observed here is a continuous one, the
hysteric behavior of the jumps in dsis at variance with this
idea. In fact, the discontinuities could be a signature of
prewetting, as it is also observed in the case o f He films on
weakly binding substrates [3j.
111. Quench-condensed Films

According t o the data presented in the previous section
the maximum equilibrium thickness of H2 films far below
rhould only be a few monolayers. On the other hand,
arbitrarily thick films can be grown by quench-condensing
hydrogen gas onto a sufficiently cold substrate [13]. Since
the disordered filmr formed in this way are in a metastable
state, they will undergo an annealing process and change
their structure when they are heated to such temperatures
that transport by diffusion becomes possible. In Fig. 4 we
show the typical annealing behavior of such a quench-condensed hydrogen film, prepared at 1 .S K to an initial
thickness of 125 A , again measured by surface plasmon
(SP) resonance and, in addition, by meanr of light scattering arising from the decay of SP.
Below about 2.8 K all the signals are constant as a function of temperature and show n o sign of annealing effects
in the film. Between 2.8 and 3 K, however, there is a strong
increase both in the plasmon width and the scattered light
intensity (Figs. 4b,c), accompanied by a drastic shift of the
I-TtT ,
apparent film thickness d,,, to less than half its initial
Fig. 3
value (Fig. 4a). Both the SP width and the scattered light ina) Film thickness ds of a saturated H2 film on gold vs. temperature in
tensity
are a measure of the film roughness on the scale o f
the vicinity of the triple temperature T3. The triangles were taken on
the
light
wavelength, which obviously increases sharply in
cooling, the squarcs on heating. The arrows mark the direction of the
this temperature interval. Upon further heating the signals
jump In d,; b) Film thickness d, of the l o w temperature branch of
Fig. 3a plotted vs. the reduced temperature t . The dashed line repreare again essentialry constant, until eventually desorpdon
sents a dependence ds- - ' j 3
sets in quite rapidly around 3.6 K , so that the film thickness
drops close to zero and also the SP width and scattered light
intensity approach their starting values.
The same characteristic behavior with a transition to an
The temperature dependence of 4 ~ h o w nin Fig. 3a is a
dear signature of a transition from incomplete t o complete intermediate state, though less pronounced, is found also
wetting near T3.In order t o work out more explicitly the for films with a thickness of only a few monolayers. It is
critical behavior suggested by the increase in thickness on ~imilarlyobserved for films of the hydrogen isotopes HD
approaching T, from below, we have plotted in Fig. 3 b the and DZ;the transition occurs there around 3.7 and 4.3 K,
variation of d, vs. the reduced temperature f = (T3- T ) / T 3 respectively.
We interpret the observed signals during annealing as befor the low temperature branch. (In these measurements the
film was at a slightly higher temperature than the bulk ing caused by a rearrangement of the molecules in the film,
p h a ~ e This
.
correction, estimated to 8 mK, is taken into ac- such that cryrtallites with sizes on the order of the light
count here). The data can apparently be represented quite wavelength form and large portions of the silver wbstrate
are left with a coverage of only a very thin H, film, corwell by a power law
responding to the equilibrium thicknes~ under the incomplete wetting conditions at these low temperatures [13]1.
In addition to the increase in film roughness this gives rise
with a = (3.00 k 0.04)-', which is exactly the value ex- to a drop of the apparent film thickness, because part of the
pected for systems with van der WaaIs interaction, found crystalIites extend beyond the penetration depth of the SP
similarly also for other adsorbate-substrate combinations. field and are therefore not "seen" by this probe. Since bulk
The fact that d, remains finite at a value of 150 A above diffusion so far below the triple point temperature should
T3, instead of diverging as predicted for complete wetting, be negligible, diffusion at the surface appears as the only
can be assigned to the small temperature offset from bulk possible mechanism for such a large-scale rearrangement of
hydrogen molecules. From our data we infer that surface
coexistence mentioned above.
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EV.

Surface Instahilitirli

When a hulk Tystern is quenched into a statc where it
undergoes phar;e qeparntion, the two limiting mtchani~ms
which describe thc initial stagc of thc separation proce~sare
spinodal decomposition and nucleation. The dcvclopment
of a film of initially hornogeneou~ thickncsr, nhich
bccornes unstable due to a change in the netting conditions
or to the o n ~ oft diffusion, a? just discucred, can in principle proceed along similar routvy. Ar a relntcd mncro5copic
example of a rurface in\tability tvc describe hcre pattern
formation at (bulk) helium interfaces, which turn\ out to be
closelv analogous to the conctpts of 5pinodal decomposfaion, with fluctuations on a characteristic lc~igthwale growing <pontaneour;ly as n result o f unstable modcc in the
system.
We star( with the dispersion relation of crcitafions ar the
free Iiquid qurfacc, givcn by

,
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~vhercwo and k are the frequency and the n'aImcz.ectnr of
the surface wave, p is t h c arccleration due to gravity, cr the
surface tencion and p t hc dcnritl; of' thc liquid. Darnpinp ir
neglected here for simplicity. (The same relation hold?, in
a sliehtly modified way, Tor rncltinp-freezinp waves at the liquid-solid interface [IS]). T\'hcn the condirions are changed
by charging the qurfacc with clcctrons, an addirional contribution has to hc taken into account \\ hich retlrrr.es rhc frequency of rhe excitations 1161:
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El and Eh,are the elcctric ficlds bclon and aboxc the rurrace
(relatcd to the susracc charge density a by E, - F,, =
I
:
0
U
back
2770). The physic;tl origin for the ruducrion in
is thttt a
loo
[/1
local elongation of thc svrfacc lead? to a redisfribution of
charger a n d con<cquentlh to a nonuniform clectrorratic
I
1.
) (,,
:
I
-..
'--.. ?'
force which counteractr the restoring forccs due to gravity
n
:
, .
.I
1
and interfacial tension.
According to Eq. (3) one can distinguish two regimes,
depending on thc control parnmctcr (E:+ E:) [IT]: i ) A ?
Trrnnera'ur~ 'YI
long ar thir quantity is helonr a critical value w i q still real.
F1g. 4
Annc;hling bchavior o f a qucnch-conden~cdH 2 I'llm, rnenwrcd a< the
T h u ~the surface remains stablc, al~houghroftening o r the
film 1% \$armed up at a r a ~ cof 1 K / h a ) Apparent thickness (deter- surface excitation fpecfrum ir obserked, 11 hich ir moqt promincrl lrom the porltion ol' the SP rcqonance); h) szlrfncc plncmon
equal to
nounced at a critical wave vcctor k , =
~XidthA @ , nc~rmalircdto lhc ~ ~ i d AO,
t h or the hare silver ~uhstrntc;c)
inxwse
capillary
lenprh
[Ih];
ii)
n
h
o
~
~
the
e
critical
value
the
scalrrred ligtlr 1ntcn5it) ar s scartcring r,cctor<, 3 . ' ~ 1 0 5 r n - I (forof thc control parameter the rhs of Eq. (3) bccomer negative
warcl) and 19.5 x 1O3crn- ' (hack)
in R certain ran2c of k vectorr around kc, yielding u n ~ t a b l e
solutions for the excitations in this rccion. Consequently the
surface startr to deform spontancourly and corrugationr at
a characteristic wave vector clevelop. In a ~ n l a l lregime lust
difl'urion i5 therrnalIy activated in this caw, with an activa- above the in~tabilitythreshold thc deformations may be
tion energy of about 20 K , Apparently qiliantum d i f f ~ ~ s i o n , stabilized by nonlinearities not included in E q . (3), and a
which might a l ~ come
o
to mind for a system like hydrogen, regular array of "dimples" with a latticc constant claw to
is not important in the remgeraturc range studied here; it 2 n k ; appears (Fig. 5a). Further aboke t h e threshold the
ought to play a role, though, at lower tcrnperatures.
~ u r f a c edef'ormations bccomc more irregular, arc no longer
I
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ternal perturbation is applied to a system with an interface.
Another, possibly more general example is the so-calIed
Grinfeld instability which was predicted [I81 to occur at a
crystal-melt interface when the crystal is subject to uniaxial
strain. Like for the electrohydrodynarnic instability, corrugations were expected to develop at a wave vector equal to
the inverse capillary length, In a recent experiment - once
again with a helium interface, in this case between crystal
and superfluid phase - the existence of this instability
could indeed be demonstrated [19].
The results presented here have bee11 obtaincd in close collaboration
with U. Albrecht, D. Cieslikowski, R. Conradt, W. Ebner, S. Herminghaus, and F. Mugele. Support by the Deutsche Forwhung~gerneinschaft, SFB 306, and by the Federal Ministry for Research and
Technology (BMFT) is gratefully acknowledged.
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